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ABSTRACT:- This research paper is focused on the issue of peremptory norms (jus cogens), formulated in 

the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, and its applicability in core Human Rights 

implementation. It thus examines the nature of jus cogens and its formation vis-à-vis Human Rights and 

advocates for the additional value that jus cogens can bring to core Human Rights implementation.  The focal 

problem that the research addresses is the lack of clarity attached to jus cogens and its subsequent effects on 

effective core Human Rights implementation. To wonder why jus cogens remains ineffective and to see what 

can be done, and by whom, to enhance its impact on core Human Rights is the main goal of this study. The 

authors firmly believe that the jus cogens concept brings a significant contribution to core Human Rights 

implementation, putting them at the foundation of the international legal order. This effect is substantial to 

the future core Human Rights development, but, depends also on the future redefinition of jus cogens itself. 

Index words: Jus cogens norms, human rights, international law, enforcement, determination, international 

court of justice, convention, protection, recognition, admissibility, states, United Nations, judicial review, 

universajurisdiction. 

 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

I. THE RATIONALE TO THE STUDY 
 Nowadays, humanity is cruelly afflicted by serious violations of Human Rights including peremptory 

Human Rights which were regarded as jus cogens or the most sacred. This situation pushed the researchers to 

meditate on the effectiveness of the concept of jus cogens and its impact on Human Rights.  Indeed, the reality 

is that there is so much in common between Human Rights and jus cogens norms. But it is also clear that 

jus cogens cannot cover every Human Right. Thus, there is an issue to determine which Human Rights would 

have a jus cogens character. This is not an easy duty as the concept of jus cogens itself is imprecise. Therefore, 

we can precise that the prevailing problem which this study attempts to address is the vagueness of the concept 

of jus cogens and subsequently its inefficiency in the context of Human Rights protection. 

Through the course of elaboration of the significance of jus cogens, it was stated several times that determining 

which rules are to be regarded as jus cogens is not an easy task.  Although scholarly writing and legal doctrine 

have given a prominent contribution to this issue, jus cogens norms can only be defined by Courts in order 

to have the procedural effect that we find so significant for Human Rights implementation. The remaining 

issue at this point is to know exactly the competent Court to define and enforce jus cogens. In our humble view, 

as the principal judicial organ of Public International Law, the International Court of Justice is inevitably called 

upon to highlight the fundamental values that the international community has expressed. Its jurisprudence is an 

essential contribution since it specifies the content of the basic principles of Public International Law, including 

jus cogens.However, at the time when violations of jus cogens multiply, many informed observers question 

themselves about the contribution of the International Court of Justice in determining and enforcing these norms 

and how this role is materialized through its jurisprudence. They are consequently wondering whether the 

contemporary manipulations of peremptory Human Rights would not be one of the consequences of their 

indefiniteness. Accordingly, this study attempts to address this crucial issue about the contemporary 

manipulations of peremptory Human Rights by relating it to the vagueness of the concept of jus cogens itself. 

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 The violations of Human Rights exist in every part of the world. For example, Amnesty International‟s 

2014 World Report shows that “individuals are tortured in at least 81 countries”.
2
 While some gains have been 
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made over the course of the last six decades, “Human Rights violations still plague the world today”.
3
 In the 

early twentieth century itself, the world faced a number of atrocities such as the genocide against Tutsi in 

Rwanda, killings in DRC, Central African Republic, Libya, Somalia, Egypt, Syria; rape committed on minor 

children, and many more. What is more surprising is that even the most “sacred” Human Rights (jus cogens) are 

violated.  Facing this situation, one could ask if peremptory Human Rights are real or utopia. It would be 

more precise to say that this question is a background inquiry necessary for the topical question to know if the 

notion of jus cogens, as actually defined and understood can give Human Rights enforcement a real 

perspective. 

 This research paper attempts to focus on such issues around jus cogens and its applicability in core 

Human Rights implementation. The focal problem that the research addresses is the lack of clarity attached to 

jus cogens and its subsequent effects on effective core Human Rights enforcement. The researchers wonders 

why jus cogens remains ineffective and attempts to see what can be done (and by whom) to enhance its impact 

on core Human Rights. The overall question of the research study can be formulated as follows: What is the 

extent of the concept of jus cogens in respect to core Human Rights from the perspective of International Law? 

The partial issues and theoretical concerns that the research focuses on can be formulated in several 

questions such as: 

- What are the consequences of the perplexing character of the jus cogens on the effective protection of Human 

Rights? 

- How and by whom the jus cogens should be determined and enforced? 

-  

III. HYPOTHESES 
The main hypothesis is that jus cogens should give core Human Rights legal universality necessary for their 

enforcement, but this role is denigrated by the mystifying character of the concept in lack of a fixed extent and 

meaning. This foremost premise is supplemented by these subsequent hypotheses: 

- The mystifying character of jus cogens causes its depreciation and deficiencies in protecting core Human 

Rights; 

- The concept of jus cogens should be defined and enforced by the ICJ through its jurisprudence. 

 

IV. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The main objective of this study is to provide a detailed analysis of the extent of the concept of jus cogens in 

respect to core Human Rights from the perspective of International Law. This leading objective is supplemented 

by these aims: 

- to reveal the consequences of the confusing character of the concept of jus cogens in the protection of core 

Human Rights; 

- to elucidate the role of ICJ in the determination and enforcement of jus cogens. 

 

 

CHAPTER I: CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 The overall goals of this chapter are firstly to establish the significance of the general field of study, 

and then identify a place where a new contribution could be made. The main part of the chapter is on clarifying 

key concepts related to the study and reviewing existing literature on jus cogens and Human Rights protection.  

Therefore, in the first section, two concepts will be discussed: “jus cogens”, and “Human Rights”. The 

subsequent part will explore the dominant themes of the research questions: the extent of the concept of jus 

cogens under International Law and the consequences of its perplexing character in the protection of Human 

Rights. 

 

I.1. Conceptual Framework 

Some of the central terms used in the formulation of the research questions and objectives deserve a closer look 

to clarify their intended meaning in this article. 

I.1.1. Jus Cogens 

From Latin iūs (“law”) and cogēns, from cōgere (“compel”), jus cogens can be rendered by “compelling law” or 

“peremptory norm”. It refers to certain fundamental, overriding principles of International Law, from which no 

derogation is ever permitted.
4
 In practice, jurists‟ attempt to classify certain rules, rights and duties as jus cogens 
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or peremptory norms have not met with success: while there is near-universal agreement for the existence of the 

category of jus cogens norms, there is far less agreement regarding the actual content of this 

category.
5
 Examples of jus cogens norms include: “prohibition on the use of force; the law of genocide; 

principle of racial non-discrimination; crimes against humanity; and the rules prohibiting trade in slaves or 

human trafficking”.
6
  The antonym of jus cogens is Jus dispositivum. This is the law adopted by consent. It 

is the category of International Law that consists of norms derived from the consent of States. It is founded on 

the self-interest of the participating States. Jus dispositivum binds only those States consenting to be governed 

by it.
7
In International Law, there is another term often confused with jus cogens; obligation  erga 

omnes (Latin: “in relation to everyone”). Erga omnes obligations have been referred to by the ICJ in the 

paragraph 33 of the Barcelona Traction case: 

(…) In particular, an essential distinction should be drawn between the obligations of a State towards the 

international community as a whole, and those arising vis-à-vis another State in the field of diplomatic 

protection. By their very nature the former are the concern of all States. In view of the importance of the rights 

involved, all States can be held to have a legal interest in their protection; they are obligations erga omnes.
8
 

The legal distinction between jus cogens and obligation erga omnes is not clear enough. Nevertheless, the two 

concepts are not synonymous. In our humble view, international crimes that rise to the level of jus cogens 

constitute obligation erga omnes which are non-derogable. Thus, jus cogens refers to the legal status that certain 

international crimes reach, and obligation erga omnes pertains to the legal implications arising out of a certain 

crime‟s characterization as jus cogens. Accordingly, these two concepts are different from each other.
9
 

Although Jus cogens are erga omnes obligations, not all erga omnes obligations can be considered as jus 

cogens. The close link between both of them lays on the fact that jus cogens as primary rules entails some of the 

common values that erga omnes are aimed  to protect.
10

 

 

I.1.1.1. Origin and Features 

 From the theoretical point of view, “the concept of jus cogens appeared at the end of 19
th

 century when 

some authors claimed the possible invalidity of international agreements contrary to certain imperative norms of 

International Law even if it was not possible to identify those norms”.
11

 Accordingly, the definition of the 

concept of jus cogens emerged in international practice from the work of the International Law Commission 

devoted to the codification and development of the legal regime of international agreements, which resulted in 

the signing of the 1961 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
12

 

The article 53 thereof expressly declares void the treaty which, at the time of its conclusion, conflicts with a 

peremptory norm of General International Law. The wording of this article is as follows: 

A treaty is void if, at the time of its conclusion, it conflicts with a peremptory norm of General International 

Law. For the purposes of the present Convention, a peremptory norm of General International Law is a norm 

accepted and recognized by the international community of States as a whole as a norm from which no 

derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of General International Law 

having the same character.
13

 

This was the emergence of a legal definition of jus cogens, not the emergence  of  the  concept  itself  or  its  

legal  value,  which  was  elaborated  by  the  international  and  national  Courts. Indeed, the concept of jus 

cogens existed before the advent of the Vienna Convention: “in the positive Humanitarian Law, the concept was 
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already present (…). It resulted from the practices between nations and laws of humanity and conscience”.
14

 

Though, the issue to know how to recognize a norm as part of jus cogens seems difficult. Basing on the above-

mentioned article 53, we can at least identify some characteristics. This article emerged three key elements to 

consider. For the quality of jus cogens, a norm must both: be peremptory (1), belong to the General International 

Law (2), and nullify treaties adopted in violation of its provisions (3). Below, these three elements are largely 

analyzed. 

 

I.1.1.1.1. Peremptory Norm 

 In general, it is possible for two States to decide, as regards their mutual relations, not to apply certain 

norms of International Law which impose obligations towards each other, or even to choose to apply other 

norms other than those provided by General International Law. This is not the case for a jus cogens norm. It is 

mandatory for all recipients. It is therefore a prohibitive norm constituting an important limitation to the 

contractual autonomy of the States.
15

 Jus cogens is precisely characterized by the fact that it accepts no 

derogation in the mutual relations between States. This means that a “State cannot discharge itself from the 

obligations that a norm of jus cogens imposed, even by a treaty”.
16

 It follows from this analysis that “the jus 

cogens has a prohibitive character, but in a very particular sense, since the scope of this prohibition is to prevent 

any departure from its provisions”.
17

 

 

I.1.1.1.2. Norm of General International Law 

 General International Law has been defined by the International Law Commission as: “the set of norms 

applicable to all member States of the international community, as opposed to international norms for some of 

them and which constitute the particular International Law, whether regional, local or bilateral.”
18

 The 

Commission places particular emphasis on this point: “the fact that the jus cogens is a norm of General 

International Law emphasizes, in fact, that it has a universal character”.
19

 This feature underlines that the jus 

cogens is characterized by its importance to the international community as a whole.
20

 

 

I.1.1.1.3. Norm rendering void any derogatory rule 

 This is the “essential and exceptional character of jus cogens”.
21

 Indeed, the nullity is the worst that can 

befall a legal act sanction, since removes all legal effects that could normally occur. In International Law, such 

an effect is extremely rare. The usual sanction of an internationally wrongful act is the involvement of the State 

responsibility. The strictness of the sanction stems directly from the very fundamental importance of jus cogens 

norm for the international community. It follows, quite logically, that the States are being placed in the legal 

impossibility of escaping from its application, since if they try, their actions will not produce legal effects.
22

 

 

I.1.1.2. Development and content 

 The 1961 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties does not establish specific procedural 

development of jus cogens. However, “it should be noted that in the process of forming a jus cogens, the 
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presence of opinio juris is required”.
23

 Indeed, jus cogens has developed as a natural law concept while being 

incorporated as part of legal positive and modern International Law. Whether or not synonymous, jus cogens 

is clearly an attribute of natural law. Natural law is a theory of law that acknowledges unwritten standards of 

behavior as a primary source of law. Natural law has religious, secular or philosophical sources.
24

 

Accordingly, jus cogens norms are the highest rules of International Law, and function essentially as very 

strong rules of Customary International Law. Customary International Law is the general practice of States 

which, over a period of time, becomes binding law through repetition and adoption. Therefore, the jus cogens 

as a Customary International Law is derived from ethical or normative conceptions, representation of 

international society.
25

 As far as the content of jus cogens is concerned, the Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties provides no examples of jus cogens and does not specify its content. No list is compiled of jus cogens; 

it is the case law that erected these peremptory norms.
26

 For instance, in its advisory opinion on reservations to 

the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, the International Court of Justice 

noted the particular features of the Genocide Convention. For the Court, “the origins of the Convention show 

that it was the intention of the United Nations to condemn and punish genocide as a crime under International 

Law.”
27

 

 Therefore, the jus cogens is a peremptory norm relating to the protection of people‟s rights. The 

general opinion of the international community considers that “the prohibition of genocide, torture, apartheid, 

the use of force and piracy are part of jus cogens”.
28

 It should be noted that referring to the content of jus 

cogens, the International Law Commission for its part, has been limited to a few examples such as: the principle 

of non-intervention, State sovereignty, respect for given word (pacta sunt servanda), the principle of disputes 

peaceful settlement, respect for diplomatic and consular law, illegality of genocide, slavery, trafficking and 

piracy, principle of liability and compensation for damage caused to another, autonomy of the will of States and 

freedom of contract in accordance with International Law, respect for the minimum standard in the treatment of 

foreigners.
29

 Accordingly, a significant literature recognizes the following rules as part of jus cogens: 

“prohibition of use of force, genocide, and crimes against humanity, war crimes, piracy, slavery and practices 

similar to slavery, torture, the right of people to self-determination, and other fundamental Human Rights”.
30

 

 

I.2.1. Vagueness of Jus Cogens 

 There is a vast literature about the jus cogens and its importance in the development of International 

Law. Despite this, there is little consensus on the content and scope of this concept. Many authors maintain its 

existence, but there is still a hot debate about its content and its application. For instance, to ascertain the 

vagueness of jus cogens, in his memoire on a “Critical Analysis of the Scope and Application of Jus Cogens”, 

R., V., SARARA concludes that: “(…) its practical application is faced with many challenges due to doctrinal 

incoherency. The principle seems to be thriving due to its uncertainty and ambiguity”.
31

 

The point is emphasized by A., M., WEISBURD maintaining that “(…) any consideration of the concept of 

jus cogens is necessarily rather complex”.
32

 The author considers the implications of the difficulty in 

specifying the content of jus cogens, arguing that this problem reveals fundamental theoretical and practical 

problems with the concept. Toward the last portion of the discussion, he attempts to show that considering 

the concept of an international jus cogens in light of reasonable criteria of legitimacy exposes both theoretical 
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problems and practical difficulties and concludes that “the concept of jus cogens as actually defined can 

neither make any sense nor serve any useful purpose in the international legal system”.
33

 

Indeed, the existing literature on the topic reflects the ambivalent nature of the jus cogens concept. A significant 

portion of the writings on this topic criticizes the vagueness
34

, emptiness
35

, uselessness
36

, and potential for 

political abuse
37

 of the jus cogens concept, as well as the inadequacy of its conceptual bases
38

, thereby 

challenging the very existence of the notion of jus cogens.  Other authors, on the other side, have sought to 

defend the usefulness of this concept and suggested definitions containing detailed criteria allowing the 

establishment of the jus cogens character of specific norms.
39

 Again, others implicitly recognize the existence of 

the jus cogens concept and attempt to determine its nature and particularity within the rules of International 

Law.
40

 Still, all those academic discussions on jus cogens share a common approach, namely the fact that their 

criticisms of, support for, and overall analysis of jus cogens invariably relate to the vagueness of this concept. 

Be it as it may, this study goes beyond a simple analysis. Apart from confirming the actual vagueness of the 

concept of jus cogens, it goes further to suggest what to do and by whom to overcome this issue. 

 

CHAPTER II: CLARIFICATION AS A PREREQUISITE FOR JUS COGENS ENFORCEMENT 

 Ever since its inclusion in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, jus cogens has been a 

source of controversy. Of particular interest is the debate on the issue of its clear definition and a stabilized 

referential value. This stabilization might in turn reinforce its meaning and, arguably, the cohesion of the 

international societal body. But whose task should this be and in which process? The answer to this question and 

to other similar questions could be discussed in this chapter two. This one will show that if jus cogens has been 

successful in providing the societal body with a set of identity values, it has dramatically failed to operate as an 

ordering factor of social practices. The overall objective of this chapter is to wonder why the actual situation of 

jus cogens is so and to see what can be done (and by whom) to enhance its implementation. 

 

II.1. General critiques on Jus Cogens 

 The clarification of the notion of jus cogens in International Law is advancing, but is still far from 

being completed. The States and the International Court of Justice have been inactive in stating expressly which 

norms they recognize as peremptory in the present-day International Law. This inactivity and the consequent 

uncertainty as to which norms are peremptory constitute at present the main problem of the viability of jus 

cogens.
41

 The concept is accordingly subjected to numerous critics from scholars. 

 

II.1.1. Article 53 of the Vienna Convention is vague 

 At the outset, it should be recognized that the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties‟ 

definition of jus cogens leaves the meaning of its constituent concepts un-clarified. When can it be said, for 

example, that a norm exists, as distinct and independent from similar norms? What constitutes acceptance by the 

international community of States as a whole? Does “international community of States as a whole” mean that 

the resistance of a single State, for whatever reason, can prevent the coming into being of a new jus cogens 

norm, or rather, can a convincing, or even simple majority of States suffice to usher in a new norm? Would the 

answers to these and related questions depend upon the importance of the norm at issue? If so, which criteria; 

and criteria as made, interpreted, and applied by whom, can assist in determining the importance of such a 

norm? Without a doubt, the main text that would be helpful in depicting the content or rather scope and 
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application of jus cogens would be the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. However, the same is vague 

and does not in any way mention the words. According to the article 53, a treaty is void if, at the time of its 

conclusion, it conflicts with a peremptory norm of General International Law. For the purposes of the present 

Convention, a peremptory norm of General International Law is a norm accepted and recognized by the 

international community of States as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permitted and which can 

be modified only by a subsequent norm of general international law having the same character.
42

 

This wording opened up debate and since then the topic has never been put to rest. It is agreed that “there is no 

acceptable definition of jus cogens and the above has been the subject of multiple interpretations. The legal 

nature of the said concept remains a subject of debate with all sort of speculation.”
43

  Scholars have raised 

several issues with the structuring of this article. First is that “it concentrates on what the peremptory norm does 

and not what constitutes it”.
44

 Article 53 of the Convention defines a jus cogens rule by reference to the 

consequences deriving from the jus cogens character of a norm, namely the fact that such norm cannot be 

derogated from and not be superseded by another norm, except for a newly-established jus cogens rule. Such a 

definition does not offer any useful indication as to the substance of jus cogens.  However, it is submitted that: 

creating a list for all jus cogens norms will be like drawing up a constitution with numerous exemptions. The 

drafters of the Vienna Convention deliberately omitted an enumeration of jus cogens rules in the Convention 

itself because of their evolving nature. Subsequently, the enumeration of established norms in a time-fixed 

treaty might restrict the evolution of other norms into jus cogens.
45

 

 In our humble view, it is evident that there are international norms undeniably accepted as jus cogens. 

For instance the international community of States has so unequivocally prescribed the absolute obligation of 

States not to resort to genocide under any circumstances. Absolutely, the perpetual evolution can‟t prevent 

enactment of national and international laws. The enumeration of established norms in a time-fixed treaty is not 

a restriction of the evolution of other norms into jus cogens but a stabilization of the referential value of jus 

cogens. The international community of States might state expressly which norms it recognizes as peremptory in 

the present-day International Law. 

 

II.1.2. Article 53 is largely repetitive and no official examples of Jus Cogens have been provided in the 

Convention 

 Likewise, article 53 is also largely repetitive and against logical rules, as it provides that “a peremptory 

norm is a norm that is considered as peremptory.” No references to specific interests or values of the 

international community of States such as peace, security, and the protection of Human Rights, for example, are 

contained in the definition of the 1969 Vienna Convention. Furthermore, even if the International Law 

Commission‟s commentary includes a few illustrations of jus cogens norms (unlawful use of force, slavery and 

piracy)
46

 no official examples of such norms have been provided in the Convention. Besides those examples 

given in the Law, Commission‟s commentary do not remove basic interpretive obstacles caused by tautology (a 

peremptory norm is a norm that is recognized as peremptory) and overall-though deliberate and probably 

unavoidable-vagueness. The lack of any substance to the concept of jus cogens seriously compromises its 

relevant and consistent application. 

 

II.1.3. The Mode for acceptance and recognition of Jus Cogens is imprecise 

 The norm can only evolve if “accepted and recognized by the international community as a whole”. 

Many have opined that “it requires a majority of States to create the norm as opposed to the entire body of 

States.”
47

 However it is not clear on how this is to be quantified in terms of length of practice and the number of 

States to be involved.  In addition, it is necessary that States accept and recognize a norm in question as 

peremptory. This requirement is identical to that of opinio juris in the actual formation of custom. It should be 
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noted that the number of States required for this acceptance to be effective remains controversial.
48

 It appears 

that jus cogens derives either from general treaties or international custom but the same still remain a mystery. 

The complication being that “determining opinio juris which is an essential element of evolution of custom 

remain controversial-what about the consent requirement of jus cogens?”
49

 The idea is even made more complex 

as  jus cogens has a binding effect to all non-consenting and objecting States and it would mean that the 

acceptance must entail a vast support if not all the States and not merely a simple majority.
50

 

From a theoretical perspective, it remains unclear how the international community lacking any legislative 

power can accommodate the idea of dominant principles binding all of its members. While in internal legal 

orders the introduction of peremptory rules binding all subjects of law raises no difficulty, the absence of any 

international legislature capable of imposing legal rules on the members of the international community is a 

major obstacle highlighting the tenuous ground for the very existence of international jus cogens, at least in the 

usual meaning of the term. As a practical matter, there is a growing danger that in the absence of clearly defined 

procedures for the creation of jus cogens norms, their emergence and subsequent identification may become a 

matter of conflicting assertions reflecting political preferences of different groups of States. W., P., NAGAN 

and J., L., ROOT confirm the assertion when they say that
 
“lack of consensus as regards the basic parameters of 

the law-making process leading to the emergence of jus cogens inevitably opens the door for the political misuse 

of the concept.”
51

 This issue will be largely discussed in the subsequent paragraph. 

 

II.2. Implications of the vagueness of Jus Cogens 

 The lack of clarity of the requirement of acceptance by the international community and the more 

general definitional inadequacy of the jus cogens concept leave vital questions pertaining to its content, sources 

and formation largely unanswered and pose seemingly insurmountable problems for its application in practice.
52

 

Consequently, the concept of jus cogens is under threat and there are many issues in its enforcement. 

 

II.2.1. Concept under threat 

 The main implication of the vagueness of jus cogens is that this concept is actually under threat. At 

such a critical time, one would expect the concept of jus cogens to have been fundamentally called into question 

by scholars. Early warnings voiced by some commentators about the risk of relativizing normativity left their 

mark and continue to be quoted mostly to caution against non-observance of jus cogens.
53

 Surely, certain rules 

commonly thought to enjoy jus cogens status are not treated by States as fundamental in any recognizable 

sense.
54

 In effect, there have been many cases in the past in which  acts  supposed  to  violate  jus  cogens  

evoked  no  effective  international  response. In those cases, however, “the violations were simply ignored, or 

attributed to politics, or allowed to fall from public view after drawing condemnatory resolutions in the U.N. 

General Assembly”.
55

 

 

II.2.2. Issues in Jus Cogens enforcement 

 Since World War II, “there has grown an idea that violations of Human Rights cannot go unpunished. 

In the last two decades, abhorrence of impunity has migrated to the concept of jus cogens.”
56

 Thus, a robust 

conception of jus cogens assumes that independent judges and tribunals, informed by the views of non-state 

actors, can identify core international obligations and manage their tradeoffs with other values pursued by the 
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international legal system, and that the actions of independent judges and tribunals, informed by non-state 

actors, will influence State behavior.  Undeniably, as law, jus cogens as in its actual status fails. “Its content is 

inevitably uncertain; there is total confusion about the sources, and the scope of its application.”
57

 Taken 

together, these entire problems hinder the effective enforcement of jus cogens. What is more disastrous is that 

“the means most often suggested for determining its content lack both the authority and the capability to 

carry out the task.”
58

 Then what to do?  The answer to this query should be discussed under the subsequent 

title. 

 

II.3. Actors and ways forward 

The following paragraphs show that there should be three main actors in determining and putting jus cogens into 

effect.  These are United Nations, International Court of Justice and States. 

 

II.3.1. Role of the United Nations 

 The United Nations has played a major role in defining, codifying, and expanding the realm of 

international law-jus cogens being one of its components.
59

 The International Law Commission, established by 

the General Assembly in 1947, is the primary institution responsible for these activities. The Legal Committee 

of the General Assembly receives the commission‟s reports and debates its recommendations; it may then either 

convene an international conference to draw up formal conventions based on the draft or merely recommend the 

draft to States.
60

 The International Court of Justice reinforces legal norms through its judgments.  Thus, the 

United Nations was founded not only to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war and to reaffirm 

faith in fundamental Human Rights, but also to establish conditions under which justice and respect for the 

obligations arising from treaties and other sources of International Law can be maintained. 

For this role to be effective, UN might itself comply with core values established by the international 

community such as jus cogens norms in its activities. To this end, “in the present international legal order 

lacking centralized and fully developed judiciary, it is up to the UN Security Council for instance to decide on 

the form of legal protection to be included in its sanctions regime.”
61

  By virtue of article 103 of the Charter of 

the United Nations, “an obligation under the Charter prevails over an obligation arising out of any other 

international agreement.”
62

 Since member states agreed to carry out the decisions of the Security Council in 

article 25
63

, this article 103 obligation operates irrespective of any other obligation arising out of other treaties 

or agreement, even if it is contrary to those of general U.N. obligations. The question, however, is whether a 

Charter obligation could override an obligation that represents the norm of jus cogens. 

In our modest view, the Charter of the United Nations might reflect the jus cogens as obliged by its own 

fundamental principles. Thus, any decision taken under the Charter should conform itself to the jus cogens. 

International Law Commission acknowledged that the peremptory norm exists in International Law, which 

permits no derogation and sets down a general definition of jus cogens. Article 53 of the 1969 Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties notes that “a treaty is void if, at the time of its conclusion, it conflicts with a 

peremptory norm of General International Law.” Additionally, article 64 of the same Vienna Convention 

provided that: “if a new peremptory norm of General International Law emerges, any existing treaty in conflict 

with that norm becomes void and terminable”.  Thus, the role of the United Nations is also to safeguard the 

hierarchical norms of International Law.  Unless a violation of the principles of the UN Charter has occurred, 

peace and security can hardly be endangered. The Security Council is the body responsible for protecting such 

laws, from which infringement may constitute a threat to the peace, a breach of the peace, or an act of 

aggression. In this sense, the United Nations itself is also under an obligation to follow such legal principles.
64
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II.3.2. Role of the International Court of Justice 

 The Court mandated to adjudicate on the disputes concerning jus cogens is the International Court of 

Justice.
65

 The case law of the International Court of Justice represents a major contribution in clarifying 

and in identifying the content of the jus cogens. As the principal judicial organ of Public International Law, 

the International Court of Justice contributes to the understanding of the fundamental values of the international 

community expressed in jus cogens. Judicial decisions as  such are  not a  source of  law, but the  „dicta’  by the 

International Court of Justice  are unanimously considered as  the  best  formulation of the  content of 

International Law  in  force. From a General International Law perspective, International Case Law is 

therefore of the utmost importance in determining the legal framework of jus cogens.
66

 

Nevertheless, reading through most judgments, it will be noted that the Court has entertained very few disputes 

involving the concept.
67

 The ICJ has been very conscious in its usage of the concept and is yet to give a solid 

determination on the existence and breach of jus cogens. Hence, the International Court of Justice has addressed 

the issue of jus cogens or related concepts, such as obligations erga omnes in limited contexts closely linked to 

Humanitarian Law; for instance fundamental Human Rights, the prohibition of the threat or use of force, and the 

peoples‟ right to self-determination.
68

 

 The Court‟s first reference to the notion of obligation erga omnes was made with regard to the 

outlawing of genocide. In its Advisory Opinion on Reservations to the Convention on the Prevention and 

Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of 28 May 1951, the Court highlights the particular nature of this 

Convention so as to recognize implicitly that the outlawing of genocide represents an obligation erga omnes: 

The Convention was manifestly adopted for a purely humanitarian and civilizing purpose. It is indeed difficult 

to imagine a convention that might have this dual character to a greater degree, since its object on the one hand 

is to safeguard the very existence of certain human groups and on the other to confirm and endorse the most 

elementary principles of morality. In such a Convention the contracting States do not have any interest of their 

own; they merely have, one and all, a common interest, namely, the accomplishment of those high purposes 

which are the raison d’être of the Convention.
69

 

Consequently, in a Convention of this type one cannot speak of individual advantages or disadvantages to 

States, or of the maintenance of a perfect contractual balance between rights and duties. The high ideals which 

inspired the Convention provide, by virtue of the common will of the parties, the foundation and measure of all 

its provisions.
70

 Later, in its Barcelona Traction judgment of 5 February 1970, the Court expressly confirms that 

the outlawing of genocide is an obligation of this nature and clarifies the general concept of obligation erga 

omnes. According to the Court: 

An essential distinction should be drawn between the obligations of a State towards the international community 

as a whole, and those arising vis-à-vis another State (...). By their very nature the former are the concern of all 

States. In view of the importance of the rights involved, all States can be held to have a legal interest in their 

protection; they are obligations erga omnes. Such obligations derive, for example, in contemporary 

International Law, from the outlawing of acts of aggression, and of genocide, as also from the principles and 

rules concerning the basic rights of the human person, including protection from slavery and racial 

discrimination.
71

 

More recently, in the Case Concerning Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the 

Crime of Genocide (Preliminary objections) of 11 July 1996, the Court reiterates its opinion on reservations to 

the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, according to which: 

The origins of the Convention show that it was the intention of the United Nations to condemn and punish 

genocide as a crime under International Law involving a denial of the right of existence of entire human groups, 

a denial which shocks the conscience of mankind and results in great losses to humanity, and which is contrary 
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to moral law and to the spirit and aims of the United Nations (...). The first consequence arising from this 

conception is that the principles underlying the Convention are principles which are recognized by civilized 

nations as binding on States, even without any conventional obligation. A second consequence is the universal 

character both of the condemnation of genocide and of the cooperation required in order to liberate mankind 

from such an odious scourge.
72

 

 The Court deduces from the object and purposes of the Convention as set out in its opinion of 28 May 

1951 that: “the rights and obligations enshrined by the Convention are rights and obligations erga omnes”.
73

 On 

the other hand, to transpose the in-derogability paradigm from the law of treaties into other contexts has proved 

to be a difficult exercise. The rigidity introduced by the in- derogable character of jus cogens has caused a great 

deal of reluctance on the part of domestic and international courts to draw mechanical conclusions from the 

hierarchical superiority of peremptory norms over any other rule of International Law.
74

 This was perhaps the 

logic of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) to keep quiet about the question of jus cogens. The court was 

aware of its rigid operating procedures and thus refused to sanction the existence of such a category of norms.
75

 

In its 1996 Advisory opinion on the Legality of Use or Threat of Use of Nuclear Weapons, the Court created the 

cacophonic neologism of “intransgressible principles of Humanitarian Law” to avoid referring to jus cogens.
76

 

The fact that the ICJ was never fond of jus cogens a legal category of its own creation is further attested to by 

the Court‟s alternative use of the notion of obligations erga omnes. In my humble view, while the two notions 

may be complementary, they remain distinct, and to consider them as synonyms risks to undermine the legal 

distinctiveness of each category. Paradoxical consequences were reached in the Advisory Opinion on the Israeli 

Wall, when the ICJ endorsed the ILC‟s approach on the consequences of a serious violation of peremptory 

norms, but took that regime to refer to violations of erga omnes obligations instead.
77

 “This unfortunate choice 

created a great deal of confusion in International Law circles and was probably a reason for the Court to hasten 

recognition of jus cogens in its subsequent case law.”
78

 With the same discernment by which the Court had 

previously avoided taking a stance on jus cogens, the ICJ eventually referred to it in its ruling on jurisdiction 

and admissibility of the application in the recent case concerning Armed Activities in the Territory of the Congo, 

between the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda. The ICJ, in tackling the argument advanced by 

Congo that the Rwandan reservation to article IX of the Genocide Convention ought to be considered null and 

void as it was contrary to the peremptory prohibition of genocide, held that “the peremptory character of an 

international rule may not provide a basis for the jurisdiction of the Court, which is always grounded in the 

consent of the parties.”
79

 One may wonder why the Court decided to give express recognition to jus cogens in 

this particular case. A straightforward answer may be that “the Court was simply answering an argument raised 

by one of the parties.”
80

 There may, however, have been more compelling reasons of judicial policy which 

prompted the Court to do so. This allowed the Court to restore the distinction between obligations erga omnes 

and peremptory norms as different legal concepts. Also, according to the Court, the concept of jus cogens is not 

deprived of sense, because at least the prohibition of genocide is recognized as such. 

 Additional guidance on what may have inspired the Court‟s acknowledgment could perhaps be 

provided by Judge Ad Hoc DUGARD‟s separate opinion. Interestingly enough, Judge DUGARD‟s analysis 

focuses on the contextual dimension of jus cogens, devoting one entire section of his opinion to jus cogens in 

international litigation. Having specified that the “judicial decision is essentially an exercise in choice, given 

that judges often have to opt for one solution rather than another when authorities are divided”
81

, DUGARD 

maintains that “judges should be guided in making such choices both by principles identified as propositions 

that describe rights, and policies, namely propositions that describe goals.”
82

 With D., G., COSTELLOE, we can 

say that the promotion of solutions that are consistent with the overall objectives of the international legal order 
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would be important in improving the efficiency and integrity of International Law. The peremptory norms are a 

combination of principles and policy and are hierarchically superior to other values.
83

 This is because they 

incarnate the main principles of International Law and legalize the most fundamental objectives of the 

international community. 

 

II.3.3. Role of States 

 Jus cogens impose two foremost responsibilities on all States: duty to respect jus cogens and non-

recognition as lawful a situation created by a serious breach of jus cogens. 

 

II.3.3.1. Duty to respect and obligation of non-recognition 

 Jus cogens impose a duty on all States to respect core Human Rights and the international order. In 

addition, jus cogens norms impose a duty on States to assist those agents of the international order that have a 

right to seek reparations for jus cogens violations. Specifically, all States might provide a forum for claims 

based on jus cogens violations, regardless of impediments in municipal law or countervailing international legal 

principles.
84

 

The Articles of the International Law Commission on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful 

Acts provide in article 41(2) that: “no State shall recognize as lawful a situation created by a serious breach of 

an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of General International Law.”
85

 In its articles on State 

Responsibility, the ILC has extended the obligation not to recognize as lawful beyond aggression and the illegal 

use of force to all situations created by a serious breach of a jus cogens obligation. 

However, legal literature has not contributed much to the elucidation of the content of the duty not to recognize 

as lawful a situation created by a serious breach of a jus cogens obligation. Most authors do not address the 

question of the content of the duty at all. At this point, I would support G., ABI-SAAB in viewing that “the 

obligation consists mainly in the non-recognition of what is considered illegal and of its results.”
86

  Likewise, a 

decision by a competent organ of the United Nations may establish legal certainty as to the existence of a 

serious breach of a jus cogens obligation. But, in the absence of such a decision, States may make their own 

determination at their own risk. The following chapter focuses on Jus Cogens as a tool for Human Rights 

protection. 

 

CHAPTER III: JUS COGENS AS A TOOL OF HUMAN RIGHTS PROTECTION 

 This chapter should be understood as an examination of the jus cogens influence on effective core 

Human Rights implementation. Its fundamental starting point is that jus cogens can be a legal exit from the 

dead‐end road in which states are formally taking responsibilities for Human Rights implementation and turn 

out to be not responsible to anyone in cases when those are violated and justice not satisfied. Indeed, in the 

current era when gross violations of core Human Rights are obviously justified by State sovereignty, territorial 

jurisdiction, State internal affairs, and so many other pretexts; supported by case laws and many other legal 

sources, we are convinced that jus cogens revalorization should strengthen core Human Rights 

implementation. In our view, jus cogens is a notion of the highest normative, fundamental importance for the 

community. Defined as such, jus cogens norm has a legal impact that challenges State sovereignty and other 

similar attributes. It opens a legal avenue for overriding them with the unique aim of making core Human 

Rights implementation viable. 

 

III.1. Human Rights recognized as Jus Cogens 

 As we have seen, in International Law, absolute and non-derogable rights are two separate categories. 

However, these categories are often conflated and confused. The distinction is extremely important and has a 

significant impact upon how rights are interpreted and applied.
87

 Be it as it may, even if the correlation between 

jus cogens and Human Rights was already elaborated, the question to know exactly which Human Rights can 
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be invoked as jus cogens, or more precisely: which Human Rights are already jus cogens and which are 

emerging as jus cogens norms remain; the scholarship being divided on this issue. In my humble view, this 

question is far from being answered, jus cogens concept being vague itself. 

For instance, Judge TANAKA considers the whole of Human Rights as Jus Cogens. He confirms that in 

these terms: “(…) surely the law concerning the protection of Human Rights may be considered to belong to 

the jus cogens.”
88

 On the other side, Judge AMMOUN called the protection of Human Rights “an obligatory 

legal norm” and insisted that “Human Rights principles appearing in the preamble of the United Nations 

Charter are jus cogens.”
 89

 Scholar L., JOHN agrees with him and notes that: 

The Charter's basic Human Rights provisions constitute jus cogens. The Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights is the authoritative interpretation of Human Rights provisions of the United Nations Charter. The 

Universal Declaration as a whole is itself Customary International Law, and is rapidly establishing itself as jus 

cogens (Elements o f  Articles 2 (1) and ( 26).
90

 

 Finally, analyzing the international treaties, F., F., MARTIN gives a list of Human Rights norms 

being or becoming jus cogens. His examination is based on the clauses of Human Rights treaties that identify 

certain Human Rights which may not be derogated from even in time of war or other public emergency. 

Apart from mentioning the existing or emerging global jus cogens obligations, he also refers to regional jus 

cogens which, in his view includes the following: “freedom from arbitrary detention; rights of the family; the 

right to a name; rights of the child; the right to nationality; and the right to participate in government.”
 91

 In 

our humble view, the norms enlisted are non‐derogable norms, as stipulated by the treaties‟ provisions.  

However, this does not make them peremptory norms stricto sensu.  We should rather treat the list given 

above as a list of Human Rights which might obtain compelling character by the nature of rights and duties 

they contain and by the general acceptance of the treaties in which these Human Rights are stipulated. 

Furthermore, a jus cogens has to be articulated by legitimate judicial instances.
92

 Certainly, not all 

commentators agree on the idea that the whole of Human Rights law presently constitutes imperative rules of 

jus cogens or on a certain given list of these rights. 

 

III.2. Current gap and obstacles in peremptory Human Rights protection 

 As we have seen previously, there are many gaps in peremptory Human Rights protection.  First of all, 

the vagueness of jus cogens hinders the effective implementation of peremptory Human Rights that it protects 

and this could be seen as a definitional gap. Apart from this, peremptory Human Rights face an implementation 

gap, as there is lack of practical actions to realize peremptory Human Rights expressed in many international 

treaties. To this, one could add another gap related to the monitoring issue; since there is lack of special 

monitoring of how peremptory Human Rights are being protected. Finally, peremptory Human Rights face a 

normative gap. There is lack of protection against some particular States doctrines that violate peremptory 

Human Rights. As we have seen, some States doctrines, practices or attributes, such as State sovereignty impede 

effective Human Rights implementation. That is where the problem of peremptory Human Rights 

implementation lies: differences in Human Rights standards reflect the differences of the State building process 

across the world, different judicial systems, law enforcement mechanisms, Human Rights awareness, etc. 

 

III.3. Impact of Jus Cogens on core Human Rights protection 

 This is exactly the starting point of our argumentation: core Human Rights enforcement can be 

advanced through the concept of jus cogens, immune to the barrier of State sovereignty and its other 

attributes. Most areas of core Human Rights concern are governed by jus cogens. “One way to enhance 

protection of core Human Rights in domestic actions is to incorporate jus cogens, because jus cogens norms 

exist and are enforceable independently of treaties, and are immune from many judicial doctrines that have 
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frustrated redress.”
93

 The concept of jus cogens can judicially and operationally give a legitimate and legal 

way of core Human Rights enforcement outside any boundary. Jus cogens is not a norm that every single 

State has to voluntarily accept as a legal norm, it is a result of a sophisticated International Law 

development in which State attributes are not the highest values. It opens a new dimension of Human Rights 

enforcement, contrasting the old conception of State and its attributes.
94

 

 

III.3.1. Enhanced judicial protection of individual rights 

 The idea that the concept of jus cogens essentially aims to protect individual rights has progressively 

found acceptance among scholars. Academic writings on jus cogens have increasingly focused on the protection 

of specific individual rights,
95

 or Human Rights more generally.
96

  The recognition of individual rights as 

fundamental values of the international legal system and the resulting idea of the existence of a hierarchy of 

International Law norms inescapably lead to the necessity of providing for heightened protection of those 

rights.
97

 Due to its deterring effect, the most significant feature of such protection consists of the possibility to 

prosecute and try authors of international crimes. Significantly, it must be noted that, to some extent, the 

punishment of international crimes has taken place without, and even against, the will of the States concerned. 

 

III.3.2. Jus Cogens avoids judicial doctrines 

 The use of jus cogens can help relieve plaintiffs' burden of overcoming judicial doctrines that have 

previously appeared to be insurmountable barriers to Human Rights actions. Among these are the: act of State 

doctrine; political question doctrine; various treaty doctrines such as the self-execution doctrine and the last in 

time rule; and the requirements for standing. 

 

III.3.2.1. Jus Cogens precludes the act of State doctrine 

 The act of State doctrine, articulated in Underhill v. Hernandez
98

, requires courts of one nation to 

refrain from ruling on or providing relief for acts done by another nation in its own territory. The act of State 

doctrine has its basis in the idea of sovereignty of nations and international comity. Many victims of Human 

Rights abuses, however, are unable to seek relief in their own country, even when the act contravenes jus 

cogens. Thus the act of State doctrine could serve to bar effective remedy anywhere.
99

 

 

III.3.2.2. Jus Cogens avoids the political question doctrine 

 A claim based on a jus cogens rule is justiciable and avoids the barrier of the political question doctrine 

because jus cogens norms are mandatory and do not allow courts to decline judicial review. “The political 

question doctrine requires judicial abstention in cases raising issues more properly resolved by the executive or 

legislative branches of government.”
100

  In my modest view, Jus cogens is ipso facto a legal and not political 

concept. Therefore no policy has the power to violate it. Even in exceptional circumstances (security, war), it 

cannot be derogated. 

 

III.3.2.3. Jus Cogens avoids the self-execution doctrine 

 The self-execution doctrine requires that “treaties (or clauses of treaties) operate of themselves, 

without the aid of any legislative provisions for them to be justiciable.”
101

 A claim based on a jus cogens 

violation is actionable independently of a treaty. It is therefore irrelevant whether the government in 
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question has ratified a particular treaty, whether the treaty is self-executing or not or whether there is 

implementing legislation. 

 

III.3.3. Jus Cogens provides standing 

 The harm caused by violations of jus cogens affect all persons, whether actual victims, or incidental 

ones. Because all persons are harmed, each should have standing to bring a suit for redress. The standing 

requirement, as used in United States courts, has clearly frustrated attempts to remedy alleged Human 

Rights violations. Direct victims of a violation of jus cogens are often not in a position to bring suit 

themselves, and must rely on third parties to seek judicial relief. Such was the case in Haitian Refugee 

Center v. Gracey
102

; where the direct victims of the United States' interdiction program had been forcibly 

repatriated to Haiti and were not able to bring an action in any court themselves. 

 
III.3.4. Jus Cogens allows for universal jurisdiction 

 Jus cogens norms naturally call for universal jurisdiction for their enforcement: violations of jus 

cogens norms disrupt international order, and thus affect all States and persons.
103

  Since jus cogens 

obligations transcend national boundaries, jurisdiction over violations of these international standards must 

be universal. Universal jurisdiction is a prominent part of other international treaties codifying peremptory 

Human Rights. For example, the Apartheid Convention provides that “ violators can be tried in a 

domestic tribunal of any State party or by an International Penal Tribunal.”
104

  The term “universal 

jurisdiction” refers to jurisdiction established over a crime without reference to the place of perpetration, the 

nationality of the suspect or the victim or any other recognized linking point between the crime and the 

prosecuting State. Actually, it is a principle of jurisdiction limited to specific crimes such as those which are 

committed against jus cogens norms. 

 

GENERAL CONCLUSION 
 

 A plethora of literature has been written on the topic of jus cogens as a legal concept and its 

significance in the development of International Law. Despite much time, ink and paper having been devoted to 

this study, there is little consensus on the content and the scope of Jus Cogens. Its practical usefulness has been 

burdened by lack of a clear definition, lack of a procedure for its determination and doctrinal weaknesses, as it 

has been shown throughout this work. Even though scholars agree that there exists in the international 

community a set of norms the violation of which renders all treaties void, such norms are not easily identified 

and in the absence of State practice everything has been left to speculation. Likewise, due to its conceptual and 

theoretical defects, jus cogens has had a limited impact on the actual practice of International Law and its 

application has been highly controversial. With the ICJ taking a peripheral role, fundamental questions raised 

remain unanswered. None of the scholars dare to give unchallenged answers to these questions, and we wait on 

the ICJ, in the case before it, to clarify the pertinent issues. 

 Accordingly, in this paper, we attempted to show the existing reckless and ambiguous position of 

the Court regarding the clarification and strengthening the normative basis of jus cogens. Indeed, in any 

case, up to now, the Court has not shown much familiarity with jus cogens; it has taken more than six decades 

for it to acknowledge its existence, in spite of its being one of the central features of contemporary International 

Law. The Court did not lay the procedure for determination of subsequent norms making one to believe that jus 

cogens is just left to operate on trial and error. There is no documented case where the ICJ has declared that an 

international treaty was void for being inconsistent with a peremptory norm of International Law. This lack of 

stability of ICJ in this area is a significant concern of other courts called upon by lawyers to incorporate jus 

cogens in their rationale decindendi. Definitively, the uncertainties regarding the clear definition and content of 

jus cogens, which create a risk of unpredictable, incoherent and arbitrary decisions, explain the reluctance of 

international tribunals to apply this concept. Hence, at the end of this chapter, we can definitely confirm the 
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hypothesis that clarification is a pre-requisite for effective jus cogens enforcement, and this significant task is 

attributable to the International Court of Justice. 

 We especially want to reiterate our confidence in the international community of States as a whole. 

The consequences of genocide and other crimes against humanity committed over the world in recent years 

should offer the opportunity to announce a qualitative change in words and actions. States should therefore take 

into account the importance of compliance with jus cogens and be aware of its role in effective core Human 

Rights protection. States might therefore respect jus cogens and not recognize as lawful a situation created by 

its serious breach. 

 We acknowledge that it would be difficult to achieve a consensus at the jus cogens in its actual status. 

However, the difficulty is not undefeatable. We humbly suggest its urgent redefinition by the International 

Court of Justice. If all these suggestions are implemented, we believe the concerns regarding the violation of 

core Human Rights would be minimized and the doctrine of jus cogens would be generally accepted, as there is 

no doubt that the doctrine is necessary in today‟s world.To conclude the present study, we recognize that all 

aspects of this subject may not have been to explored. The added value from other researchers may be of 

valuable importance so that the jus cogens is sufficiently and increasingly clarified for its effective role in 

protecting core Human Rights. Particularly, we wish to suggest that further research in this area should analyze 

how a specialized international organ could be created to punish jus cogens violations and monitor how 

peremptory Human Rights are especially being protected. 
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